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Scope of This Talk

● Researchers and companies don’t have any obligations other than what 
is required by law, and possibly dictated by ethics and industry norms

● VDPs (unpaid) and BBPs (paid) try to add some structure and call it 
“crowdsourced security”. They also seek to attract researchers.

● However, doing security research is very different than driving for an 
app

● Program operators may not be aware about concerns of researchers
● Goal of this talk to discuss these programs from the researcher 

standpoint and ways to improve things for everyone
● Speaking from personal experience (sample size n=1)
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About the Speaker
● I had been a software developer most of my career
● I like to analyze how things work and where they can break
● Currently work as an application security architect and do security research as a side 

thing; but I’m not here on behalf of my employer
● Have presented before at BSides Philly / DE / DC
● Participated in multiple standards efforts:

● Co-chaired IRTF’s Anti Spam Research Group (ASRG)
● Involved in IETF work for email security (SPF and DKIM)
● Created protocol for exchanging spam reports (MARF / RFC 5965)
● Authored RFCs 4180 (CSV files) and 6922 (SQL MIME type)
● Was a member of the W3C “CSV for the Web” group
● Currently helping with the “security.txt” proposal
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Assigned in 2017
● CVE-2017-16905 – DuoLingo’s TinyCards Android app
● CVE-2017-15882 – Private Internet Access Android app
● CVE-2017-15397 – Google’s Chrome OS
● CVE-2017-14582 – Zoho 24x7 Poller for Android
● CVE-2017-13243 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2017-11706 – Boozt Android app
● CVE-2017-9977 – AVG AntiVirus for MacOS
● CVE-2017-9245 – Google’s News/Weather Android app
● CVE-2017-9045 – Google’s I/O 2017 Android app
● CVE-2017-8878 – ASUS Routers
● CVE-2017-8877 – ASUS Routers
● CVE-2017-8769 – Facebook’s WhatsApp app
● CVE-2017-5892 – ASUS Routers
● CVE-2017-5891 – ASUS Routers
● CVE-2017-5082 – Google’s Chrome for Android

Assigned in 2016
● CVE-2016-6936 – Adobe’s AIR SDK and Compiler
● CVE-2016-6723 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2016-5672 – Intel’s Crosswalk toolkit
● CVE-2016-5348 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2016-5341 – Google’s Android OS

Assigned in 2019
CVE-2019-2114 – Google’s Android OS - PENDING
CVE-2019-10320 – Jenkins Credentials Plugin
CVE-2019-0221 – Apache Tomcat
CVE-2019-0232 – Apache Tomcat
CVE-2019-7399 – Amazon’s FireOS

Assigned in 2018
CVE-2018-15835 – Google’s Android OS
CVE-2018-9581 – Google’s Android OS
CVE-2018-9489 – Google’s Android OS
CVE-2018-6019 – Samsung Display Solutions Android app 
CVE-2018-0237 – Cisco AMP for Endpoints (MacOS)

About the Speaker – Discovered CVEs
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Part 1 - Defining Research and Bounty Programs

● What is a Security Researcher?
● Setting Expectations
● Defining programs
● Who runs these programs?
● A word about platforms
● Black/Grey markets and exploit brokers
● Bounties and rewards
● Do they increase or decrease security?
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What is a “Security Researcher” - Academia?

Image (c) Nikolaus Kriegeskorte [CC BY 3.0]

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_future_peer_review_system_-_fncom-06-00079-g003.jpeg
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What is a “Security Researcher” - Criminal or Vigilante?
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What is a “Security Researcher”?
● “Security researchers” - are curious people, who like to 

tinker and take things apart
● Some tinkering/research may push legal boundaries
● Many are not affiliated
● They will publish as well – but not in peer reviewed journals!
● Some may do this as a side gig or not even work in the 

industry
● As with all security things, the media often misreports 

research
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Example of Security Research – Online Pharmacy (2015)

● From the original advisory (2015)

● From a recent CNBC story identifying the backend system 
being used (2019)

● “XXXX pharmacy delivery service relies on its access 
to an accurate list of its patients’ medications, so it 
can ... That comprehensive data comes indirectly 
from YYYYYYY, an electronic-prescribing company 
that’s owned by some of XXXX’s potential 
competitors…..”

https://wwws.nightwatchcybersecurity.com/2015/04/30/advisory-pillpack-com-online-pharmacy/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/19/amazon-may-sue-surescripts-after-threat-to-cut-off-data-from-pillpack.html
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Setting Expectations

● Researchers and companies don’t have any obligations other than 
what is required by law, and possibly dictated by ethics and 
industry norms

● What is more ethical: protecting end users vs. protecting an 
organization?

● A lot of research has legal grey areas
● Most problems around security research arise because of 

unrealistic expectations and miscommunication
● Third parties make things harder
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Defining Programs

● There is a limited pool of researchers with limited time / resources
● As a researcher, I want to have an easy way to report a security issue without 

getting legal threats – but sometimes I would walk away
● There are existing mechanisms for reporting bugs – they don’t work well
● To add structure and attract researchers, two types of programs exist:

● A vulnerability disclosure program (VDP) exists as a way for someone to 
report a security problem while providing some structure around the process

● A bug bounty program (BBP) goes a step further and pays for such 
reports but imposes additional legal terms. Some may be private/invite-only.

● These programs may attract researchers to participate but it comes at a cost to 
both organizations and researchers
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“Never trust anything that can think for itself if 
you can’t see where it keeps its brain”

● From “Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets” by J. K. Rowling

Who runs these programs?
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Who runs these programs?
● Operators may include:

● The organization’s internal security team or hired consultants
● Industry organizations such as ISACs and CERTs
● Some companies operate programs for the benefit of those within their 

ecosystem (such as app stores, etc.)
● Governments - for their own assets (DOD and GSA) or sponsor them for 

open source software (such as the EU FOSSA program)
● Conferences or conference-related events such as Pwn2Own
● Platforms

● Knowing who is involved in running the program is important to 
researchers
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A word about platforms

● There are many platforms for running VDPs/BBPs
● Platforms make administrative things easier for researchers
● Researchers love and hate platforms, issues include:
● Initial triage disagreements, bounty decisions, mediation, denial of 

public disclosure, miscommunication, lack of understanding of 
terms, etc

● Most platforms are paid by the organizations running the 
programs and have a fundamental conflict of interest when 
dealing with researchers
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Black/Grey markets and exploit brokers

● There are multiple third parties that buy vulnerabilities
● There are legit, whitehat programs that will buy vulnerabilities and then 

report them to the vendor
● Greymarkets / exploit brokers buy vulnerabilities to weaponize them
● Blackmarkets are where blackhats and criminals buy and sell vulnerabilities
● Prices in these markets are allegedly much higher than any BBP
● The red line is whether a vulnerability is disclosed to the original vendor
● I don’t have any firsthand experience, but I would ask researchers whether 

it is ethical, legal and safe to interact with such parties
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Bounties and Rewards
● Security consulting and “gig economy” arrangements pay for work done (driving a car, 

doing a task, etc) BUT:
● BBPs only pay for a vulnerability found, and not the work done
● BBPs only pay the first reporter of the vulnerability
● BBPs may ask for additional “free” work many months later
● Reward amounts don’t match the markets (peers or black/grey)

● Switching programs is like driving a different car (“tools”) in a different city (“targets”) 
– ramping up and context switching isn’t easy

● Breaking security research/testing into granular tasks is hard
● Scope of some programs may not be flexible enough to reward unusual bugs
● It’s not easy to decide on impact and award amounts – best programs are 

flexible, offer higher amounts, use panels and over-award researchers
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Do they increase or decrease security?

● In theory, VDPs should always be good for security – they offer an 
easy way for a company to learn of vulnerabilities

● BUT, operating a program that keeps everyone happy is not a trivial 
task

● With BBPs it is even harder since money is now involved
● Both VDPs and BBPs attract new talent to the industry
● Some argue that money spent on VDPs and BBPs is better invested 

elsewhere
● Having a VDP/BBP is complementary but is not a substitute for 

running a mature internal security organization
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Part 2 - Why Participate in a Program?

● Money/Swag/Travel
● Fame / Reputation
● Learning new things
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Money/Swag/Travel
● If I have a vulnerability to report, a BBP won’t matter but nice to have
● When choosing how to spend free research time, a BBP may take priority
● Swag is nice for participation or less severe bugs, but not instead of money
● Some researchers like free travel but may be perceived as gamification
● Is the money worth it? Things to consider:

● Reward amounts vs. other similar programs / grey markets
● Scope, complexity, tools required and familiarity with the technology
● Past experience on the program/platform, and what other researchers say
● Whether payment is truly in money or in some “money-like” instruments
● How complex and fast is the administrative and payment process
● Am I getting anything out of this or do I feel like I’m working for free?
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Fame / Reputation
● VDPs and BBPs offer a chance for establishing a reputation or getting hired
● When combined with disclosure, this offers a form of peer review
● Allowing disclosure in a BBP, even for non-rewarded bugs is important 

for many researchers
● Some programs and platforms operate point / reputation programs which are 

not always seen as fair to researchers
● Media serves a vital role but tends to occasionally overhype/misinterpret 

findings
● HOWEVER, telling new researchers that they should get more reputation 

(“work for free”) while “established” researchers get paid isn’t seen as fair
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Learning New Things

● Often security jobs are siloed to specific areas
● It is hard to find time to keep up with research, especially in other areas
● Often, we may experiment or play around with new tools
● If I know that my experiments will be rewarded, either a bounty or a 

CVE, it can focus my free research time
● Disclosure is also important here – if I am learning something, I want 

to be able to publish about it
● Some research is just about having fun!
● This can be abused by programs
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Part 3 - Why Not to Participate?

● Ethics
● Potential legal threats / Non-disclosure
● Not being appreciated / Not getting Paid
● Delays, Delays, Delays
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“Do not meddle in the affairs of wizards, for they 
are subtle and quick to anger”

From “The Fellowship of the Ring” by J.R.R Tolkien

Why Not to Participate?
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Ethics

● Researchers may choose not to participate because of ethical concerns
● They may object to the company’s business model or industry, or the 

company’s behavior in the marketplace
● Some may have conflicts with other clients / engagements
● There are programs / platforms / organizations with prior bad 

experience or reputation, from other researchers or well known 
incidents; or non-disclosure policies

● At the minimum, organizations should strive to operate their programs 
ethically
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Potential Legal threats / Non-disclosure
● Some organizations may have a history of legal threats against researchers just 

like some “researchers” have a history of making threats against organizations
● Some types of research touches legal grey areas
● Some programs don’t allow disclosure or only offer a private BBP without a 

VDP
● Keep in mind – the researcher is not obligated to participate in a BBP – they 

can publicly disclose. Forcing them into a non-disclosure BBP doesn’t help.
● Organizations are also not obligated to have a BBP or pay for vulnerabilities
● Having intermediaries like CERTs and ISACs that shield the reporter from the 

organization they are reporting to may help in some of these cases
● Why not instead of legal threats, offer legal safe harbor?
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Not Being Appreciated / Not getting paid

● Researchers may feel not being appreciated by a program / organization
● This is especially true if there are inconsistencies or when they feel being 

snubbed on specific issues or bounty amounts
● May even be worse if they discover that the company also has a BBP
● If there are multiple parties involved in a BBP, this increases delays and 

potential for miscommunication
● Arises from the fundamental conflict as to how BBPs are paid
● If an organization isn’t ready for a BBP, there are still non-monetary ways 

to express appreciation
● Communication and clear expectations are important here
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Delays, Delays, Delays
● The top issue across all programs is delays
● Researchers have limited time and resources, and ramping up/ramping 

down/context switching takes a lot of time
● An organization cannot operate a program without having a mature and 

responsive internal security team
● Common mistake is opening a program without having a team ready to 

respond
● Sometimes delays may be seen as a way to ignore the bug
● Once a bug has been submitted in a BBP, the researcher may be stuck because 

of the BBP terms
● Some parties like CERT/CC and Project Zero have hard disclosure deadlines
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Part 4 - How Can We Improve Things?

● Publishing contact information
● Timely communication
● Clear guidelines and expectations
● Non-monetary rewards: swag, hall of fame, CVEs, etc.
● Fair monetary rewards
● Allowing disclosure, legal and business issues
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(xkcd)

Publishing contact information

https://xkcd.com/1254/
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Publishing contact information

● Finding security contact information remains a challenge
● At the minimum, having a “security@” mailbox (RFC) that is 

being actively monitored by the security team would help
● Ways to publish contact information exist as well:

● Up to date security contacts in the IP registries (ARIN, LACNIC, etc)
● Up to date WHOIS information
● Publishing a “security.txt” file (I am helping with that proposal)
● In GitHub and similar systems, adding a “SECURITY.MD” file
● Putting something up on the organization’s website
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Timely communication and response

● Miscommunication/delays are big issues with VDPs/BPPs
● Technical people often lack communication skills
● Researchers and security teams at organizations are human 

beings – please treat each other accordingly
● Timeliness is important also – if timelines are long or get delayed, 

please notify the other side
● If disclosure is allowed by the program, coordination is key
● Set expectations from the beginning and be honest
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Clear guidelines and expectations

● Researchers and organizations don’t have any obligations towards each other, 
except for what laws and industry norms dictate

● For VDPs, terms should be minimal and disclosure should always be allowed – 
otherwise researchers will simply disclose to the public first

● For BBPs, be clear on the guidelines and try to be lenient towards researchers
● Researchers might not want to be bound by the terms of the BBP – offer a VDP 

as well
● Offering a public VDP and a private BBP isn’t seen fair by researchers
● Legal safe harbor should be provided wherever possible – this allows researchers 

to disclose issues they would otherwise be reluctant to do
● Use common sense
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Non-monetary rewards: swag, hall of fame, CVEs, etc.

● Even for VDPs and bugs out of scope in BBPs, there are other 
ways to reward researchers

● Having a hall of fame, giving credit in release notes and even 
something as simple as a tweet shows appreciation

● Swag is provides something tangible but isn’t a substitute for 
money

● Getting a CVE is not a simple process – helping the researcher 
obtain one goes a long way as well
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Fair monetary rewards

● Many researchers feel that bug bounty amounts are too low, especially considering the 
impact of bugs, work performed and prices offered by third parties

● Others in the industry feel that bounty money can be better spent elsewhere
● Let’s keep in mind that neither side is obligated – researchers don’t have to spend their 

time if they disagree nor companies need to setup BBPs
● HOWEVER, once a BBP is setup, it should be run in a fair fashion including amounts 

similar to other programs, ability to ask for a second opinion, etc.
● Set clear expectations – a BBP is not security consulting and doesn’t get compensated 

the same way
● Deciding on rewards by a panel vs. a single person may be a more fair solution
● If a program amounts are lower than peers, be clear about it
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Allowing disclosure, legal and business issues

● Public disclosure of vulnerabilities is important – because we learn 
from the mistakes of others

● In disclosure, there is an inherent conflict between the business needs of 
an organization and the security of end users

● Organizations are reluctant to allow disclosure – it will happen anyway so 
why not put some structure around it?

● Legal threats don’t work – provide legal safe harbor instead
● Work through legal and administrative issues when running programs – 

taxes, payments, contracts, etc. can get messy for researchers
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SCAN THE QR CODE TO 
COMPLETE THE SURVEY

Rate this Session

Thank You!

TM

OWASP, Open Web Application Security Project, Global AppSec and AppSec Days are Trademarks of the OWASP Foundation, Inc.

● Questions?

● Email: research@nightwatchcybersecurity.com
● Twitter: nightwatchcyber

mailto:research@nightwatchcybersecurity.com
https://twitter.com/nightwatchcyber

